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Challenger / Interior / Dash Panels & Parts
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SKU

CAD

1970 Challenger Dash Script Emblem

Reproduction dash emblem for 1970 Challenger models. Made of CLICME8167
injection molded ABS and features a chrome face as original.

49.99

1970 Lower Dash Trim - LH

Reproduction lower dash molding, manufactured in injection CLICME861003
molded ABS plastic with correct Coachman grain as original.
Only available in black but can be painted to match your interior.

194.99

1970 Lower Dash Trim - RH

Reproduction lower dash molding, manufactured in injection CLICME861004
molded ABS plastic with correct Coachman grain as original.
Only available in black but can be painted to match your interior.

194.99

Early Birds Order Hotline: 1 800 463 0546

1970 Woodgrain Dash Panel Insert (SE)

These die-cut replacement inserts are manufactured from a CLICME1472
pressure sensitive vinyl material in the closest grain and color
available. Made in the USA

64.99

1970-1974 Dash Mounted Reverse Indicator Light

Reproduction dash mounted reverse indicator light for 1968-76 CLICMD47301
Mopar A, B and E-Body models. Manufactured in die cast zinc,
this all new reverse light features a bright chrome finish and
correct amber lens. Includes mounting nut and wire

144.99

1970-1974 Dash Mounted Seat Belt Indicator Light

Reproduction dash mounted seat belt indicator light for 1968-76 CLICMD47302
Mopar A, B and E-Body models. Manufactured in die cast zinc,
this all new seat belt light features a bright chrome finish and
correct red lens. Includes mounting nut and wire

144.99

1970-1974 Ignition Switch Bracket

Excellent quality reproduction manufactured to duplicate the CLD6013
original in both fit and appearance.

66.00

1970-1974 Rallye Dash Bezel Kit

Replace the Rally Gauge face and switch plate in your 1970-74 CLICME1483
E-Body with brand new dash bezels. The woodgrain finish on
these aluminum bezels is screened on just like the originals.
Stamped from a flat aluminum panel, minor bending of panel is
necessary before installation to get proper curvature in corners.
Available for 1970-74 Rallye dash equipped E-Body vehicles.
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

324.99
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1970-1974 Under Dash Insulation

Eliminate noise and vibration coming from beneath your dash CLREMCLR-UDI-00
with new die-cut insulation. Manufactured to original 5
specifications, these insulation kits are available for all 1970-74
E-body vehicles including Barracuda, 'Cuda and Challenger.

28.99

1970-1974 Woodgrain Dash Panel Insert (Rallye)

These die-cut replacement inserts are manufactured from a CLICME1470
pressure sensitive vinyl material in the closest grain and color
available. Made in the USA
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

64.99

1971-1974 Challenger Dash Emblem (Insert Only)

Reproduction emblem insert for 1971-74 Challenger models. This CLICME7177
emblem was placed on the dash or the rear panel. Manufactured
from die formed aluminum material featuring the correct colors,
accents and details just as original. Peel and stick adhesive
backed installation. Bezel not included. For emblem insert with
the bezel as a complete assembly, order part # IC3590127.

34.99

1971-1974 Challenger Dash Emblem (Insert w/Bezel)

Reproduction of the original dash pad emblem designed for use CLIC3590127
on all 1971-74 Challenger models. This die cast reproduction is
manufactured to exact specifications. Fits on the RH section of
the dash pad. Manufacured in the USA!

59.99

1971-1974 Lower Dash Trim - LH

Reproduction lower dash molding, manufactured in injection CLICME861001
molded ABS plastic with correct Coachman grain as original.
Only available in black but can be painted to match your interior.

144.99

1971-1974 Lower Dash Trim - RH

Reproduction lower dash molding, manufactured in injection CLICME861002
molded ABS plastic with correct Coachman grain as original.
Only available in black but can be painted to match your interior.

144.99

Early Birds specializes in hard-to-find Challenger parts and has been serving you for over 25 years.
Call us at 1 800 463 0546 Mon - Fri 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM (EST) - we know our cars!
Fax your order: (416) 630 8794
Our Mailing Address:
Early Birds
25 Saunders Road, Unit 9
Barrie, Ontario
L4N 9A7
Canada
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